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Deborah A Hall1*, Rachael C Birch2, Mathieu Anheim3,4,5, Aia E Jønch6, Elizabeth Pintado7, Joan A O’Keefe8,
Julian N Trollor2,13, Glenn T Stebbins1, Randi J Hagerman9, Stanley Fahn10, Elizabeth Berry-Kravis1,11
and Maureen A Leehey12Erratum
Following the publication of our article [1], we noticed
that Dr Joan A O’Keefe and Dr Stanley Fahn had inad-
vertently been omitted from the authors’ contributions
section. In addition, Dr Joan A O’Keefe was incorrectly
listed in the author list as Joanne O’Keefe. The author
list has now been corrected and the amended authors’
contributions section is included below.Authors’ contributions
DH: manuscript planning, drafting of initial manuscript, final manuscript
editing and submission. EBK: drafting of initial manuscript, final manuscript
editing. RH: drafting of initial and final manuscript editing. RB: drafting of
initial manuscript, final manuscript editing. JAO: drafting of initial manuscript,
final manuscript editing. JNT: drafting of initial manuscript, final manuscript
editing. ML: manuscript planning, drafting of initial manuscript, final
manuscript editing. MA: drafting of the manuscript, critical revision of the
manuscript. AEJ: drafting of initial manuscript, final manuscript editing. EP:
drafting of initial manuscript, final manuscript editing. SF: final manuscript
editing. GTS: final manuscript editing. All authors read and approved the final
manuscript.
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